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Abstract:The data generated by conventional categorical data clustering is incomplete because the information provided is also
incomplete. This project presents a new link-based approach, which improves the categorical clustering by discovering unknown entries
through similarity between clusters in an ensemble. A graph partitioning technique is applied to a weighted bipartite graph to obtain the
final clustering result. So the link-based approach outperforms both conventional clustering algorithms for categorical data and wellknown cluster ensemble technique.Data clustering is one of the fundamental tools we have for understanding the structure of a data set.
It plays a crucial, foundation role in machine learning, data mining, information retrieval and pattern recognition. The experimental
results on multiple real data sets suggest that the proposed link-based method almost always outperforms both conventional clustering
algorithms for categorical data and well-known cluster ensemble technique. This paper proposes an Algorithm called Weighted TripleQuality (WTQ), which also uses k-means algorithm for basic clustering. Once using does the basic clustering consensus functions we
can get cluster ensembles of categorical data. This categorical data is converted to refined matrix.
Keywords: Clustering, categorical data, cluster ensembles, link-based similarity, data mining

1. Introduction
Dataclustering is one of the fundamental tools we have for
understanding the structure of a data set. It plays a crucial,
foundational role in machine learning, data mining,
information retrieval, and pattern recognition. Clustering
aims to categorize data into groups or clusters such that the
data in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to
those in different clusters. Many well established clustering
algorithms, such as k-means [1] and PAM [2], have been
designed for numerical data, whose inherent properties can
be naturally employed to measure a distance (e.g.,
Euclidean) between feature vectors [3], [4]. However, these
cannot be directly applied for clustering of categorical data,
where domain values are discrete and have no ordering
defined. An example of categorical attribute is Sex={female,
male} or Shape={circle, rectangle}.
As a result, many categorical data clustering algorithms
have been introduced in recent years, with applications to
interesting domains such as protein interaction data [5]. The
initial method was developedin [6] by making use of
Gower’s similarity coefficient [7]. Following that, the kmodes algorithm in [8] extended the conventional K-means
with a simple matching dissimilarity measure and a
frequency-based method to update centroids (i.e., clusters’
representative). As a single-pass algorithm, Squeezer [9]
makes use of a prespecified similarity threshold to determine
which of the existing clusters (or a new cluster) to which a
data point under examination is assigned. LIMBO [10] is a
hierarchical clustering algorithm that uses the Information
Bottleneck (IB) framework to define a distance measure for

Categorical tuples. The concepts of evolutionary computing
and genetic algorithm have also been adopted by a
partitioning method for categorical data, i.e., GAClust [11].
Cobweb [12] is a model-based method primarily exploited
for categorical data sets. Different graph models have also
been investigated by the STIRR [13], ROCK [14], and
CLICK [15] techniques. In addition, several density-based
algorithms have also been devised for such purpose, for
instance, CACTUS [16], COOLCAT [17], and CLOPE [18].
Although, a large number of algorithms have been
introduced for clustering categorical data, the No Free Lunch
theorem [19] suggeststhere is no single clustering algorithm
that performs best for all data sets [20] and can discover all
types of cluster shapes and structures presented in data. Each
algorithm has its own strengths and weaknesses. For a
particular data set, different algorithms, or even the same
algorithm with different parameters, usually provide distinct
solutions. Therefore, it is difficult for users to decide which
algorithm would be the proper alternative for a given set of
data. Recently, cluster ensembles have emerged as an
effective solution that is ableto overcome these limitations,
and improve the robustness as well as the quality of
clustering results. The main objective of cluster ensembles is
to combine different clustering decisions in such a way as to
achieve accuracy superior to that of any individual
clustering. Examples of well-known ensemble methods are:
1. The feature-based approach that transforms the problem
of cluster ensembles to clustering categorical data (i.e.,
cluster labels) [11],
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2. The direct approach that finds the final partition through
relabeling the base clustering results [15], [16],
3. Graph-based algorithms that employ graph partitioning
methodology [17], [18], [19], and

performance for different partitions of a data set
[17].
4.

Data subspace/sampling. A cluster ensemble can
also be achieved by generating base clustering from
different subsets of initial data. It is intuitively
assumed that each clustering algorithm will provide
different levels of performance for different
partitions of a data set [17].

5.

Mixed heuristics. In addition to using one of the
aforementioned methods, any combination of them
can be applied as well [17], [11], [3], [8], [20], [2],
[19].

4. The pairwise-similarity approach that makes use of cooccurrence relations between data points [20], [11], [12].

2. Cluster Ensemble Methods

Figure 1. The Basic Process of Cluster Ensembles
It has been shown that ensembles are most effective when
constructed from a set of predictors whose errors are
dissimilar [17]. To a great extent, diversity among ensemble
members is introduced to enhance the result of an ensemble
[18]. Particularly for data clustering, the results obtained
with any single algorithm over much iteration are usually
very similar. In such a circumstance where all ensemble
members agree on how a data set should be partitioned,
aggregating the base clustering results will show no
improvement over any of the constituent members. As a
result, several heuristics have been proposed to introduce
artificial instabilities in clustering algorithms, giving
diversity within a cluster ensemble. The following ensemble
generation methods yield different clustering of the same
data, by exploiting different cluster models and different data
partitions.
1.

Homogeneous ensembles. Base clustering are
created using repeated runs of a single clustering
algorithm, with several sets of parameter
initializations, such as cluster centers of the kmeans clustering technique [11], [20], [19].

2.

Homogeneous ensembles. Base clustering are
created using repeated runs of a single clustering
algorithm, with several sets of parameter
initializations, such as cluster centers of the kmeans clustering technique [11], [20], [19].

3.

Data subspace/sampling. A cluster ensemble can
also be achieved by generating base clustering from
different subsets of initial data. It is intuitively
assumed that each clustering algorithm will provide
different levels of performance for different
partitions of a data set [17].Data subspace/sampling.
A cluster ensemble can also be achieved by
generating base clustering from different subsets of
initial data. It is intuitively assumed that each
clustering algorithm will provide different levels of

Figure 2. Examples of (a) cluster ensemble and the
corresponding (b) label assignment matrix, (c) pair wise
similarity matrix, and (d) binary cluster association matrix
respectively.

3. A New Link Based Approach
Existing cluster ensemble methods to categorical data
analysis rely on the typical pairwise-similarity and binary
cluster-association matrices [8], [9], which summarize the
underlying ensemble information at a rather coarse level.
Many matrix entries are left “unknown” and simply recorded
as “0.” Regardless of a consensus function, the quality of the
final clustering result may be degraded. As a result, a linkbased method has been established with the ability to
discover unknown values and, hence, improve the accuracy
of the ultimate data partition [13].
In spite of promising findings, this initial framework is
based on data point- data point pairwise-similarity matrix,
which is highly expensive to obtain. The link-based
similarity technique, SimRank [2] that is employed to
estimate the similarity among data points is inapplicable to a
large data set. To overcome these problems, a new linkbased cluster ensemble (LCE) approach is introduced herein.
It is more efficient than the former model, where a BM-like
matrix is used to represent the ensemble information.

Figure 3. A Link Based Cluster Framework
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4. Weighted Triple Quality (WTQ): A New
Link Based Algorithm

algorithm. The empirical study, with different ensemble
types, validity measures, and data sets, suggests that the
proposed link-based method usually achieves superior
clustering results compared to those of the traditional
categorical data algorithms and benchmark cluster ensemble
techniques. The prominent future work includes an extensive
study regarding the behavior of other link-based similarity
measures within this problem context. Also, the new method
will be applied to specific domains, including tourism and
medical data sets.
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